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A Randomized Test of Repeat call Address fblicincj ( ) 
....",. I 

Abstract 

calls for police service are highly concentrated by the addresses to 

which police are sent. An experimental crime prevention strategy was 

applied to a randomly selected half of the~t active commercial and 

residential addresses in one city. A special unit of fet..y: patrol officers 
.-> 

and one sergeant was assigned to do nothing else but "problem-oriented" work 

~ ~-----------------on the experimental addresses for one year, although the unit voluntarily 

assumed additional duties of policy development affecting city-wide repeat 

calls (including the control addresses). 'Itle experiIrent featured a 

heterogeneous mix of the nature of the problems, of tactics enployed, and 

the level of effort applied across experinEntal addresses.~'t 

difference fran the control group, While 

<;05)ihthefirst61OClnthSf followed by a declini.n;J inpact to 6% greater 
/ 

• '-' ----~~ ".,--,:1-- -----,'.---'-"-""--'--"'- ~.....:I" • /
reduct::1.onforl;;ne:Jiu;ilyear~ other f.uLllIXJs outslde the rarrlcmuzed 

experiment suggest that the strategy is useful, but that lTOre specific 

diagnostic and tactical tools are needed for broader success at crime 

prevention and call reduction. '!he experinental design suggests the 

difficulty of intervening in crirne "hot spot" addresses, and the mixed 

results which problem-oriented strategies should anticipate when picking 

targets by objective criteria. 



can police prevent crime? Alnnst two centuries after Colquhoun (1806) 

first raised this question, cri.m.inologists can cite little evidence on 

point. The pessimism about patrol after the Kansas City Preventive Patrol 

Experiment (Kelling, et al, 1974) obscured the other strategies police have 

used historically to control criminogenic corditions, such as the regulation 

of alcohol arrl noise (&lcon, 1939; Reiss, 1984). '!he recent focus on police 

efforts to create artificially irrluced "ccmnunity crime prevention" 

surveillance (Rosenbatnn, 1986) is a p::lSSible exception, although that 

strategy shows little evidence of working. 

The public health mc::del of disease prevention features far roore fcx::used 

attempts to rem:we or alleviate SPeCific causes of diseases. E:xaIlples 

include purifying water supplies to prevent ~id, filling' swanps to 

prevent malaria, and closing bathhouses to prevent AIOO. Yet criminology 

has done relatively little to develop analogies to the public health mc::del 

(Clarke, 1983). 

The potential value of the public-health m:.del for crime prevention was 

reinforced by recent findings that the bulk of calls for police service are 

highly concentrated in a small number of apparently criminogenic addresses 

(Pierce, Spaar and Briggs, 1984; Shennan, Gartin an:! &lerger, 1989). The 

findings raise the twin questions of what causes such concentrations, and 

what police (or others) might do about them. '!his article reports an 

experiment addressing the latter of those questions, with the clear harrlicap 

of ignorance about the fonner. 

The purPOSe of the experiment is to explore the effectiveness of a 

proactive police strategy, RePeat call Address ~licing (RECAP). 'lbe goal 

of the strategy is to solve problems causing repeat calls at addresses with 
~ ~----
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the highest fr~ency rates of telephone calls for police service: "repeat 

offender" addresses, the "hot spotll locations of predatory cri.ne, disorder, 

and persons in need of assistance. 

'!he article begins by placin3 RECAP in the context of recent pol ice 

strategy developments, esPeCially roblem-oriented policing. It then 

describes the experiJnental design and the nature and rarge of the police 

tactics actually implemented. '!he experi.nental results and conclusions 

address the future prospects for a crime prevention strategy focused upon 

repeat call analysis. 

Clanging FOlice strategy 

OVer the Past two decades, American pol ice have I::lecome far more 

proactive. '!hat is, more police work has been initiated by police 

themselVes, rather than reactirg to citizen demands for dealirg with 

specific incidents (Reiss and Bordua, 1966; Black and Reiss, 1967; Reiss, 

1971). 'The evidence for this claim abounds in press accounts of police 

crackdo.vns on localized street drug markets (Robinson, 1986; Kleiman, 1988), 

roadblocks checking for drunk. drivers (Jacobs, 1988: 197-208), "sweeps" of 

jwenile garq members (Associated Press, 1988; COCkburn, 1988), "sti.rgsll of 

persons selling stolen goods (Marx, 1988), special units for surveillance on 

high rate repeat offenders (Martin and Shennan, 1986), and greater use of 

deceptive investigations against official corruption (Braithwaite, Geis and 

Fisse, 1987). 

'!his appears to be a major cl1an;Je from the prevailirg reactive 

mobilization of American police work through tele}:tlone calls, which Reiss 

(1972) described as a "dial-a-cop" system, in contrast to Europe's then
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prevailin:] "wall-to-wall" cops system. '!he chan;Je has provoked great 

controversy (e.g., Levirger, ed., 1987), largely related to the fairness of 

target selection (Shennan, 1983). As Black (1973) suggests, the fear of 

discriminatory target selection has lOn:;} been the basis of liberal 

opposition to proactive police rrobilization. Yet he also points out that 

reactive nobilization can also be highly discrilninatory, arrl cannot be 

subjected to the saJre ao:::ountability arrl scrutiny as a proactive system. 

The controversy may be more intense than the actual changes to date can 

justify. ~lice reliance on the dial-a-cop system has always varied 

somewhat by neighborhocd. A 1977 observation study in 60 neighborhoexis, for 

example, found a range of 2.7 to 46.4 proactive patrol unit contacts with 

citizens per 100 hours of patrol time, with a mean of 20 (Smith, 1986: 318

327). Police were least likely to be proactive where the fear of 

discriminatory law enforcement has been greatest: in pcx:lrer, nore se;Jregated 

high crime neighborhocds (at least before the current wave of drug 

crackdowns) . 

Moreover, recent additions of proactive strategies have left the "dial

a-cop" system basically unchanged. Most of the new programs have been 

focused on the kirrls of crime problems usually lacki.n:1 a OJITIplainant 

("victimless" crimes): drunk. driving, fencing, bribery, arrl drug dealing. 

The kinds of problems generating calls to the police have re.'TIai.ned almost 

entirely in the hands of reactive patrol car response. 

Problem-oriented Policing am. Target selection 

The one exception to this pattern is the develq:ment of "problem
r---..__~ 

oriented" policing (Goldstein, 1979; Goldstein arrl Susmilch, 1982; McElroy, 
~"----' 
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1985; Eck ard Spelman, 1987), which seeks to solve the kirrls of problems 

reflected. in repeate::i similar incidents being brought to police attention. 

Unlike its JlK)re fashionable (ard JlK)re vague) competitor "conununi.ty-oriente::i 

policing" (cf. Skolnick ard Bayley, 1986), problem-oriented policing (roP) 

has the potential to create major reallocation of police resources. It 

could, for example, transform the majority of police tasks from reactive to 

proactive Irobilization. By focusing on the causes of crime and disorder 

problems rather than the §Yn]2toms, it suggests the public health ~el of 

crime prevention. In all these ways, fOP provides the clearest strategic 

vision yet suggested for going beyond d~al-a-cop. 

Yet one of the least develOPed. aSPects of FOP is the central problem of 

proactive IOClbilization: the procedure for target selection. As a broad 

approach, it has encourage::i many different dimensions for defining problems, 

from city-wide (Goldstein, 1979) problems to those highly specific in time 

and place (Eck ard Spelman, 1987). '!he procedure for selecting problems has 

accordingly been highly subjective. In target selection for the Newport 

News FDP demonstration, for exanple, "the single JOOSt-used source is 

personal experience" of the police officers (Eck and Spelman, 1987: 45). 

'!his subjectivity has three possible consequences. One is to make rop 

vulnerable to attack on the grounds of discriminatory law enforcement. A 

second is to make the strategy less efficient, allowing it to ignore major 

consumers of police resources or major sources of bloodshed. in favor of 

problems which constitute "pet Peeves" of the police officers selecting 

them. '!he widespread empirical fUrling that police impose more effort in 

response to disrespectful citizens (Black, 1980; Smith arrl visher, 1981) 

could apply to problems as well as to encounters. 
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A third possible consequence of subjective target selection could be 

selection bias in prCleJranl evaluations. 'Ihe Newport News evaluation (Eck arx:l 

Spelman, 1987) suggests that K>P is far nore successful than other police 

----------' strategies. Yet this may siJrply reflect the picking Of easier to solve 

problems. 'Ihe success may be due to the selection nore than the strategy, 

just as the career success of Harvard graduates may be unrelated to the 

education they received. A more compelling test of both a Harvard education 

am a police strategy would have to deal with a more representative sample. 

A non-subjective procedure for police target selection can be fourrl in 

the growing o:mrputerization of police radio car dispatch records. Far more 

voluminous than official crime reports, calls for service data provide an 

excellent irrlicator of the distribution of errergency dial-a-cop services. 

This distribution in turn can provide an inpartial criterion for target 

selection, or for settinj priorities across possible targets. 'Ihe carputer 

enables police to rank order every address (or every phone number) in a city 

by the frequency of all calls, or of certain types of calls. Target 

selection can therefore be a wholly objective selection of the top addresses 

in the city, with a pre-fixed quota of targets based on available resources. 

'Ihis selection procedure, combined with police attempts to reduce the 

criminCleJenic conditions at the selected target locations_I~:titutesRECAP, 
- ------ -----------, 

or rePeat call address policinj. 

Advantages of Repeat call Address Targets 

Target selection based on recent call histories of specific addresses 

has two ethically attractive features, at least in theory. Unlike selective 

incapacitation (Blumstein, et al, 1986), rePeat call policing runs little 
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risk of identifyin;J false positives; proactive police efforts at a target 

address can be te~i.mnroiatelyupon a reduction it1 calls for service. 

secord, the information for the
-

selection criterion is generated. in an 
/~ ~.~---._,-~--

entirely reactiY~lTlanner, based on citizen-supplied information and 

complaints (Black, 1973) rather than government-selected infonnants. All 

the government does differently in select:inJ target problems with repeat 

call data is to take a longer time perspective than it does urrler incident-

driven Dial-a-COp. 

RECAP also offers two rnethcrlolcgical advantages over tests of problern

oriented policing based.-Ol1 S11bjeeti.Y~ __~!~ed targets. One is the 

replacement of haphazard sample selection bias with a systematic bias in 

favor of the most troublesome lcx::ations. '!he methcrlolcgical advantage is 

that the bias is :Ja1o.Nn, although the substantive disadvantage is that it 

stacks the deck against successful intervention. In the Harvard analcx;JY, 

the RECAP selection bias admits to college only grade-school drop:>uts with 

dyslexia. 

TI1e other methcrlological advantage is the use of roughly comparable 

units of analysis <6' wh~~()r..,re-'Cigor:::-~l 
testin;J of the effectiVeness of FOP tactics. Arrl for all its flaws, the 

----------~_._---

experimmt we report here is the first randomized. experilnent (to our 

knowledge) in any FOP strategy, with the largest sample size of any s:inJle 
----_.----------~---

evaluation. 

TI1eoretical Frarrework: Criminology of Place 

Focusing rop on repeat call addresses also has an advantage in 
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crirninolcgical theory. By dealirq with a sirqle unit of analysis, it allows 

FOP to employ a consistent theoretical framework. While the pragmatic 

philosophy of FOP prefers a wide ran:Je of theoretical approaches to police 

problems (Goldstein, 1979), it is just as pragnatic from a scientific 

perspective to assemble empirical fi..rrli.rgs in a way that develops the 

predictive po;ver of a single theory. 

'1l1e RECAP focus can ooth be guided by and infonn the gra;Nirq bcx:iy of 

firx:1irqs and theory aOOut the concentrations of crime in micro-spatial 

environments. Drawirq on aspects of "routine activities ll (Cohen and Felson, 

1979; Felson, 1988), "situational crime prevention" (Clarke, 1983) and 

"environmental criminology" (Brantingham and Brantirqharn, 1984), this line 

of research predicts the distribution of crime according to the 

distributions of persons and activities in time and space. '!he central unit 

of analysis for police requires a criminolcgy of place, rather than the 

traditional criminolcgy of persons, COll1rlI\.U)ity, and larger social units 

(Shennan, Buerger, and Gartin, 1989). 

'!he RECAP officers were trained in this perspective, at first 

implicitly, and then (by the ern. of the first six IIDnths) quite explicitly. 

'!he major conceptual tool was the "crime triCll"gle" of motivated. offen::iers, 

suitable victims and {XX)r guardianship (COhen and Felson, 1979). Take away 

any of the three elements, the officers were taught, and the likelihood of 

predatory crime will decline substantially. Although this framework may not 

have been suitable to all of the wide range of problems they confronted, 

they generally fourrl it quite useful as a way to diagnose RECAP problems and 

develop possible solutions. 

What the framework lacks is specific propositions comparable to public 
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health theories. It lacks specific clailns about the effectiveness of 

various kirx:1s of guardianship with different kirrls of "suitablell victims. 

It lacks propositions about the kirrls of victims selected by criminals as 

rocst suitable in different circumstances. Arrl it lacks propositions about 

the kirrls of motivated offerrlers most likely to be involved in certain kirrls 

of criJres in certain kirrls of places. '!he framework provides little 

specific guidance on these questions, or on the more practical question of 

what kinds of tactics police can legally errploy to alter the crime tri<m;Jle 

in any specific place. &It those are exactly the kirrls of data which tests 

of the RECAP strategy can develop. 

;Experimental Design 

'Ihe experiment be:1an with a plan for picking 500 of the m:>st active 

addresses in the city, and randomly assigning half to be subjected to- ~ 
pr~ ~lic~. 'Ihe first step was the researchers choosin;J 

(with the approval of the police chief and deputy chief) a sergeant and four 

patrol officers from among over twenty volunteers for the RECAP unit. 'Ihe 

researchers and police then collaborated on fleshing out the design of the 

experiment beyond the conceptual plan of the grant proposal. 

'Ihe design of the experiJnent began with conputer sorting by address (on 

c-----
a personal corrp1ter, usin;J DBASEIII) of all calls for service to which a 

police car had been dispatched by the Emergency CorrunUnications center (ECC) 

over a_~!:l~_ year period (I:ec:ember 15, 1985 to December 14, 1986). 

[Subsequent inspection of the data by day revealed that four separate six to 

seven day periods throughout the baseline year were blank, either from 

missing data on the ECC tapes or through copying problems onto our micro
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conp.1ter]. All calls strippe:i from the weekly EX:X: tapes excluded 

administrative call codes, such as "out to lunc:h" or "transportirq prisoner 

to headquarters". '!hey included proactive police contacts, such as traffic 

stops arrl. field interrogations, whenever the officers notified the 

dispatcher of such activity. 

While the full year's data file was being built, we inspected a 

preliminary rank ordering of all addresses by call frequency. Two key 

findings emerged from that analysis: the top-ranked addresses were 

overwhelmingly commercial, am there were many classes of locations it would 

be inappropriate or dif.ficule to deal w~tOseive-prd)lems arrl reduce 

repeat calls. 'Itiese'locatiC;;;--b:;ci{rl~"h~pibis,police stations and cit~ 

hall, to which cars were dispatche::l to deal with incidents that alrrost 

always occurred elsewhere. Schools were also excluded on the grourrls that 

most schools were already assigned a full time police officer, and parks ? 

were excluded because of park police jurisdiction. I 
'!he question of intersections was considered at great length. '!he 

officers and researchers ultimately excluded intersections on practical 

grounds: the lack of oontinuity of population with whim to \olOrk. In 

routine activities tenns (Cohen arrl Felson, 1979), thez-e. was no oonsistent 

guardianship to build on. While intersections might be highly awropriate 

targets for some police strategies, such as intensified patrol presence 

(Sheman arrl. Weisblmj, 1988), they seemed inappropriate to the strategy 

planned for the RECAP experiment. 

A large portion of the addresses were located in the major vice strip 

of the dC1.Yl1tCMn area, which was schedula::i~~_~em:>l}tion durirg the 
.-~ 

experimental year. '!his block was excluda::i as well. 
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A final exclusion, at the request of the officers, was check-cashirg 

establishments. Analysis of such establishments on the preliminaty list of 

the top 2,000 addresses shaNed that IIDSt of their calls were for passing bad 

checks. 'Ihe officers did not see ha.v they could either reduce bad check 

passing in such setti~s, or firrl alternative responses not involvirg a 

police car dispatch. 

The preliminary list also revealed many multiple listings of the same 

addresses by slightly different descriptions, which the computer treated as 

separate addresses for ranking purposes. Before the final list was prepared 

and randomized, the officers attenpted to identify all the multiple listings 

that needed to be combined. They also agreed to visually inspect any 

locations which might be adjacent to or otherwise influenced by police 

interventions at another address on the list. 'Ihe pt.n:1X)Se of these 

insPections am the review of addresses fran their krlcMledge was to insure 

irrleperrlence of each address from all others, thus eliminating treatment 

contamination of the control group once it was chosen. 'Ibis process was 
.,. , 

less than perfed,- although generally sucx:::essful. 

~~=:c~=t;;~r:::::~:::....
 
on three grounds: the small proportion of residential addresses in the 

highest call frequency group of addresses, the RECAP unit's consensus that 

residential addresses and problems were very different from commercial 

places, and the objective of detennining whether a RECAP strategy worked any 

better or differently at the two tyPes of addresses. 'Ibe police officers, 

usirg their existirg l<rtaNledge of the city supplemented by a reverse 

telephone directory, labeled all of the top 2, 000 addresses as either 
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commercial or residential. 

Randomization and Pairwise ~letions 

since we anticipate:! that some addresses might "die" (be closed down) 

dur:in; the course of the year, we decided to randomize in rank order of call 

frequency. A conputerized rarrlom numbers generator suppl ied by Skanp 

computer consultants was employed to assign the tql 250 commercial addresses 

(after correction for multiple list:in;s) --------into 125 experimentals arxi 125 

controls, both listed in rank order of 1986 call freciUency. '!he two rank 

order lists created 125 pairs, as distinct from rarrlom assigrunent within 

rank ordered pairs. '!he effect was little different, however, arxi allowed 

us to delete experimental-control address pairs without creat:in; a sample 

selection bias on the dinension of call frequency. '!he same prcx:edure was 

followed for residential addresses. 

'!he original rarrlornization procedures produced a slight imbalance in 

1986 call totals between the two groups. After the pairwise deletions for 

contamination, the calls at the experimental addresses totaled 14,084 (X = 
-- .--'---

62) and 16,507 in the controls (X = 73). '!his imbalance was due to three 

factors: 1)we(iIa-OO£-~zewithin rank ordered pairs, so that steep 

declines from address to address could alter mean call totals within the 

first two or three addresses selected; 2) there were distant outliers in 

call voll.nne at the very top of the distribution, compourrling the effects of 

a truly rarrlom sequence, and 3) the actual distributions remaini.rg after 

deletion of contaminated pairs were even IOOre pronounced in this respect, 

apparently by chance. '!he first four addresses, for example, had 810, 686, 

607, 479, arxi 471 calls in 1986, respectively. A rarrlom sequence that 
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assigns the first three addresses to the control group would give that group 

a 2,103 call lead before even beginnirq to assign experimental cases at a 

much lONer average level of call frequency per address. 

'!he original randomization was modified with six pairwise deletions 

from the residential group arrl eighteen fran the corrrnercial group. '!he 

reasons for the deletions were all related to insUfficient screening of the 

addresses for independence prior to the ran:lomization. '!his, in tum, was 

related to the six TOC)nth time frame originally planned for the experiment, 

arrl the officers' self-imposed pressure to begin "real police work"-

despite the chief's encouragement to take as much time to analyze am plan 

as necessary. All of the officers had worked for many years in the areas in 

which they reviewed addresses for independence, so they Were surprised to 

discover that several of the "independent" rardornized addresses were 

different entrances to the same buildirq. In some cases, this meant that 

the same building was assigned to the exper:iIlental and control group. Each 

case of this overlap required the deletion of two pairs, because both the 

control and experimental listings were matched to different addresses. 

In other cases, a pair was deleted because our surveillance of the 

control address shONed that it had been torn down; in still other cases it 

was because the business had been closed. 

'!he final sample of residential addresses had a baseline period mean of 

74 calls Per address in the controls and 63 calls in the experimental group, 

with medians of 69 ani 59, respectively. '!he COItllOOrcial sample had a 

baseline mean of 72 calls per address in the controls, and 61 calls in the 

experimentals, with medi~o_9fo~;!cmd 49, respectively. '!he lesser
• __.,__ ._._ .•_ 0-. __ , __ •.._,_~ ~ 

magnitude of difference in call volume for the medians than for the mean 
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demonstrates the effects of a few outliers on total call vollUtle differences. 

'!he "baseline pericdll was retrospectively defined as the 1986 pericd 

comparable to the pericd after the (1987) IIstart date" for the experimental 

member of each pair, the day on which the REcAP officer assigned had his 

first contact with someone located at or responsible for the address. '!his 
-------,,-------- ... 

definition of baseline pericd controls for the substantial effects of 

seasonality on call totals in the experimental site, as well as the fact 

that the large sample size ani small number of officers preventErl 

sirrultaneous awlication of the intervention at all experimental addresses. 

We did not discover until a colleague's review of the data after the 

end. of the experiment (Weisburd, 1988) that arrong the highest voh.nre 

addresses, there is substantial instability in the year to year totals of 

calls to police. Of the 226 addresses in the control group subjected to no 

special police intervention, with a mean of 73 calls each in the baseline 

pericd, a1Joc>st one third of them (67, or 30%) experienced 50% rErluctions or 

increases in total calls durinJ the experimental period; 29 (13%) went up, 

and 38 (17%) went dam. '!his unexpected instability greatly reduced the 

statistical power of the experimental design, am should be a key factor in 

designing police strategy for problems in general am repeat call addresses 

in particular. 

A further 1imitation was a series of problem:; we discovered in the 

validity of the computerized call data (Shennan, Gartin and BJerger, 1989). 

Some addresses were merely pay telephone locations, at which events-_
.._-_.,----... 

----_... 

happening at different locations were being reported. other addresses had 

their call histories fragmented into many other file descriptions not 

detected by the re.yi_~ of the top 2,000 addresses. Most liladdening was the 
-----_._---
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computer's "mirroring" effect, in whim the exact sane call record was 

entered twice arrl counted in all the tOtals presented here as conpletely 
-_._-- 

irrleperrlent calls. OUr subsequent researd1 on that problem suggests that 

mirrors can account for up to 15% of all dispatched calls for service 

(&1erger, 1989). Finally, we were unable to segregate the 1986 "closed 

call II (record only; no car sent) data fran calls actually dispatched. '!he 

1987 data are limited to the latter category. 

For all these limitations, the design still offered substantial 
-~---

improvements over the quasi-experilnen~-single _p:rQblenL_trerrl ~aluations 

in earlier tests of FDP. Most important was the control on lIhistoryll 
----~----

effects (COOk arrl campbell, 1979). we were able to take into account the 

strong downward trend in all calls city-wide--which was caused partially by 

RECAP--as a rival theory of why calls went down substantially across all 

RECAP addresses. Both the control group and the large number of cases gave 

the design strong internal validity. '!he tradeoff was that the large number 

of cases greatly--yet realistically-limited the dosage of problem-solving 

the department could apply to anyone target address. 

Canparability of Experimentals am Controls 

~ite the deletions, the experimental and control addresses showed 

generally s:iJni.lar distributions within both residentialam commercial 
---_._---- _." 

the controls and 13 in the ~rilnental; 14 vs. 13 grocery stores I 7 versus 

6 hotels, 31 vs. 28 retail stores (including 20 vs. 17 convenience stores),-am 7 vs. 7 taverns. '!he largest differences were 4 vs. 16 restaurants, 

vs. 11 social service providers, ani 0 VS. 3 bus dey;x:>t.s. '!hese differences 

14 
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are all in the direction of mald.n:J the experi.Irental sanple nnre difficult, 

although the control sanple had the larger call totals. 

When observoo by researchers after the experimental year, the control 

and exper:ilrental commercial semples had corrpa.rable n\.D'lt)ers of addresses open 

24 hours (40 vs. 46), offering sales of alcohol (81 vs. 86) and location on 

a bus route (100 vs. 103). In the residential semple, these 1988 

observations showed somewhat greater differences on pre-existing 

characteristics, such as 87 of the controls arrl 67 of the experimentals on a 

bus route, arrl 48 vs. 77 selling alcohol legally. Yet the mean m.mV:)ersof 

units per residential building were a1Irost identical (62 vs. 64). 

'D1ese samples, like places in general, are so hetero;reneous in the 

average population size and nature of activities that it isinpossible to 

say whether they were different in any theoretically important way. we have 

too little theory of the criminology of place to knc:M whether anyone 

specific chance difference could have affectOO the results. From all 

apparent indications, the raman assignment created a rough equivalence 
~----_..--'-_. 

between the groups, making the conpari.sQns~Tilth~JJ..ooing_s below 

appropriate. 

'Il1e RECAP TreatJnent 

What did the RECAP officers actually do? It varied. It varied 

tremendously, across both addresses and officers. Just as we expected, an 
-------_._----..

open-ended technology (problern-solving) stressing creativity produced a 
<: ,..--.-_._.• _.•• 

highly heterogeneous set of treatJnents. It also prOOuced wide variations in 
----~-~-~-

the anount of attention each address received. 

'D1e officers were trained to follow the four steps developed in the 
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RECAP design (Shennan, 1985). First was ~s-, the problems 

. causing repeat calls, usirq as many sources of--fufor!iiation as possible: call 
~ 

histories, offense reports, interviews on site, interviews with responsible 
--------_....._----_ .. __._._-._) 

guardians as far away as corporate headquarters in other states. second was 

development of an(aetion pla,n, for discussion with other unit nernbers am 

the approval of the unit commander. 'Ihird was ~leJnenta¥ion of the plan, 
.~""- -- ..•-""-/' 

either by police or by others responsible for the premises. Fourth was the 

week1Y ~~ (Df call tre.rrls at the address, to see whether further 

efforts were required. 

What the officers actually did was detennined from several data 

sources. An on-site obse:rver was present cx:mtinuously throughout the 

experiment, taking detailed daily notes durirq the last seven months of the 

field test. The obse:rver also produced the weekly computer printouts on the 

calls at each target address, am gave them to each officer. '!he principal 

investigator, who had guided the selection of the unit's officers, was in 

weekly contact with the unit c:::onman:ler. At the errl of the first year, the 

deparbnent authorized the officers to take up to two months to write up a 

case study of all of their addresses (B..1erger am. Shennan, 1989). In that 

same time perioo, the officers filled out a questionnaire on each of their 

assigned target addresses and hCM they had harrlled the case. 

City-Wide and Address-S~icTreatments 

From all these sources, we know that the unit did two basic thirqs. 

One was to work on the target addresses. '!he other was to follCM the logic 

those addresses suggested to them: city-wide problem-solving. 

Unfortunately, the latter efforts urrlennined the pow:~_()L_~~~estof the 
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fanner efforts. 

'!heir diagnosis of many addresses often suggeste:i city-wide solutions. 

Some of these were "load-sheddi.rq" in nature, such as car lockouts (which 

the city council had already debate:i eliminati.rq in favor of private 

locksmiths). 'lhese accounted for 4.4% of the 1986 calls at experimental 

addresses, but 5.4% of all 1986 calls city-wide. Eliminati.rq those 

responses in 1987 clearly helped achieve the reduction in total calls. 

RECAP also persuaded the deparbnent to stop resporrli.rq to some 2,000 calls a 

year for no-pay driveoffs from gasoline stations. Most i.IrpJrtant, perhaps, 

RECAP prcxkled the department into better COI'I'pliance with its policy for 

arresting misdemeanor domestic violence suspects, doubli.rq the number of 

arrests after July of 1987. 

/// In other cases, treatIrent spillover was unavoidable. Common a.mership 

of multiple addresses in both the experimental arrl control saITples made it 

impossible to restrict treatment to the experi.nental group. Convenience 

stores and apartment buildi.rqs were particularly prone to this limitation, 

as was the public housing authority. Meeti.rqs with guardians of 

experi.nental properties may (or may not) have affected their guardianship of 

control properties in unk.ncMn ways. 

'!he vast majority of the RECAP \mit's effort, havever, was addressed to 

the target addresses. In the first half of the year, the IOC)St COllllron effort 

was to empower resident property managers to deal with problem tenants more 

decisively. Officers provided documentation of repeat calls to specific 

apartments, which was an effective basis for obtaini.rq otherwise hard-to

achieve evictions. But they were frustrated by larrllord reluctarce to evict 

troublemakers who paid their rent on time, especially suspected drug 
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dealers. Larrllords were often lOClre interested in evictirg less serious 

repeat call tenants who were also less punctual with their rent. 

Nonetheless, eviction am threat of eviction was a connnon tactic. 

Another residential tactic was the llnapalm letter" for domestic 

violence. One RECAP officer left a letter under the door of all his 

assigned apartment units with repeat domestic calls, advisirg them that they 

had been identified as repeat call problems arrl urgirg them to call the 

RECAP office immediately. '!he letter produced a flcx:d of calls (mostly from 

women), followed by police advice to seek counseling or consult a shelter. 

Once the dialogue with domestic violence victims was initiated, some victims 

were reluctant to cut it off. several repeatedly called their RECAP 

officers for assistance, thereby ~ a proactive strategy into a 

reactive one. 

Other residential tactics included raidirg a drug dealer (prcducirq the 

largest heroin seizure on record in the city), condemning apartments with no 

locks on the doors, arrl pressing lardlords to control tenants with :repeat 

noisy party conplaints. In general, the larrllords were very hard to reach, 

often unresponsive, am often told the resident managers not to cooperate 

with the RECAP plans. As the year progressed, RECAP used lOClre coercive arrl 

less persuasive tactics with the larrllords, such as threatenirq to have 

their certificates of occupancy revoked, and threatening to prosecute one of 

them for welfare fraud (for renting a mailbox for welfare checks to an out

of-state woman) • 

The cormnercial tactics were lOClre heterogeneous than the residential. 

One officer persuaded the CM'Tler of a high crime parki..n:J garage to raise the 

lOClnthly fee to finance fenci.rq around the open perimeter of the garage. 
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others organized an urrleroover investigation of drug deali.rq arxl servirq of 

intoxicated persons in a high-crime tavern, leadirq to the suspension of the 

bar's liquor license--a first in the history of the department. (A second, 

even IOClre violent tavern not in the exper.i.mant was closed the same way just 

after the errl of the exper.i.mantal year). A liquor store near a high-criroe 

park and the number one robbery intersection in the city was remin:ied not to 

sell to intoxicated patrons--an atterrpt to reduce the supply of suitable 

victirrs. A gas station a:mvenience store was threatened with loss of 

business license if it a:mtinued to ignore shoplifters arrl disorderly 

persons on the premises. A large discount store and the bus depot were both 

encouraged to hire off-duty officers to provide better guardianship to their 

large cl ient populations. 

Both residential and commercial samples were subjected to a wide range 

of levels of effort. Serre addresses had as little as one contact duri.rq the 

entire year. Others had weekly contacts initiated by the citizens. One 

officer went so far as to drive one resident many miles out of the city to 

place her in residential treatment for alcoholism. Another officer obtained 

10m-term corrm.itment to a state mental hospital for a particularly 

disruptive homeless man afflictirq several of the officer's addresses. SUCh 

efforts were enorIOC>USly time-consuming, and probably not justified by the 

call volume at stake. But once they made contact with these problems, the 

officers could not ignore their htnnan d.i.mansions. Like other areas of 

police discretion, their follavup work at each address was determined by 

their assessment of the seriousness of the problerrs and the aIroUnt of 

disrespect shown to the police (Black, 1971; Smith and Visher, 1981). 

'!he researchers encouraged the officers to en;Jage in a systematic 
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triage, with sane addresses put on the back burner, others checked on 

occasionally, am major effort invested wherever they thought they could 

adlieve the greatest call reduction. '!his translated into their working the 

most on the cases with the greatest increases in calls over the previous 

year, which were identified for them in the weekly followup calls for 

service printouts. '!he questionnaires officers filled out on each of their 

addresses after the errl of the experimental year showed that there was a 

rocrlerate inverse relationship between their self assessment of level of 

effort am any reduction in calls (R = .22, P <.05) . 

the patients had different diseases, with different levels of severity. '!he 

doctors gave the patients different pills, with different levels of dosage, 

at different intervals arrl for differing durations of treatJrent. '!he 

treatments were varied aa::ording to the em::>tional context of the interaction 

between the patients am doctors, arrl sane of the pills were given to the 

control group. All of these factors limited the statistical p:1.¥er of the 

test. But they did not make it very different from many actual medical 

\",~r:iJnents (Pocock, 1983). 

Nor did they make it vert different from the major purpose of the 

experiment, which was to test the capacity of a police deparblent to develop 

such a strategy focused on chronic addresses. Indeed, the test of the 

strategy depended upon the heterog-eneity of the treabnents. '!he hypothesis 

was merely that the strategy in general, rather than ar:t¥~~ific tactics, 

could make a difference. An additional hope was that the officers would be 

able to prevent as many calls as they would have answered had they remained 

on patrol duty during the exper:iJnental year (al:x:lut 1,000 per officer, or 
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4,000 calls). 

Experimental Findims 

Table 1 shows that the strategy did make a IOOdest difference in total 
.._-------------_._-------------._-

calls for the residential addresses~ although not for the cotm'Iercial 

addresses. &It in its first develcpnental year, the strategy was a~tly------,._-" 
unable to pay for itself. Rather than preventirq 4,000 calls, it was only 

able to prevent 475 within the experbrental design. '!he unit should also be 

given credit, however, for load-sheddin} some 2,000 gas station no-pays 

annually, ard for whatever number of repeat domestic violence calls were 

deterred by the doubli.rq of domestic violence arrests after July of 1987 

(cf. Shennan ard Berk, 1984). 

A more theoretically appropriate analysis examines the number of 

addresses at which calls were reduced or increased rnore than five percent, 

or the prevalence of call reductions rather than the frequency of calls. 

Table 1 shows no statistically significant differences usirq a six-celled 

chi-square test. 

Tables 2 ard 3 suggest that had the experiment stopped at six months, 

it would have pro:luced a net gain of 597 calls prevented (or al100st 1200 on 

an annualized basis), a difference in the residential sarrple not likely 

(P <. 01) to be due to chance. '!he seoorrl six Il'Dnths of the experiJrental 

year showed no call reduction at the residential target addresses, an::l the 

conunercial sarrple showed a statistically significant difference in favor of 

the control group in the prevalence of addresses with increases or -decreases 

in calls. Figure 1 portrays the total call trends rnore clearly, with the 

last two quarters presented separately. 

several hypotheses might explain the dramatic char'qe in effects after 
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six months, which was replicated at our request by an irrleperd.ent 

statistician analyzing the same data set (larntz, 1988). One is the change 

in comrnarrl from one sergeant to another, with the style of the first 

sergeant more inclined towards persuasion an:1 the style of the secon::l more 

towards confrontation. It is hard to say whether the changed canrnan::l style 

prcduced a c:han:;Je in the officers' approach, since the observers also 

changed at about the same time. (It is even possible that the change in 

observers influenced the change in effect, although all three writers, 

including the second observer, doubt it.) 

A second hypothesis is that the novelty of confronting property 

guardians an::l troublemakers with their being "on the list" was beginning to 

wear off. A pattern of initial deterrence, with decaying or diminishing 

effect thereafter, iSc:x::m1lt1O~~nlJ::o.-pQl-j,(;:e-~aclIcdcYWflSin general (Shennan, 

1989). 'll1e early fear that police may do something terrible to you may wear 

off as you get used to the idea, an:1 become more skeptical that they will 

actually do anything anyway. 

A third possibility is that the officers themselves became burned out 
_. - "--."- --.__ ._---~._-,._-------_._-~_._.-. __._..._------ ._. --------- - '- --- -------

by working on the same addresses, confronting the same oestacles an:1 

frustrations. If chronic problems are generally not amenable to ready 

solutions, it may be better to rotate across many targets rather than to dig 

trenches arourd a few of them (Sherman, 1989). 'll1is was the basis for the 

officers' awn recommendation at the end of the project that new targets be 

selected every three months, rather than once a year. '!hey also recommended 

that the caseload be limited to 10 addresses per officer, rather than over 

50. Fewer problem addresses for shorter periods of time was much more to 

their taste. In retrospect, four separate quarterly experiments (with 
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different targets selecte::i) might have been an even more powerful design 

than one large experiment, rot the kncJr..lledge needed to make that judgment 

was not available in advance. 

YeaJ'.'!"'.il'()iq,aMlysis:·Of·····effects···'·bY···'~·i·fic·call··.typegi·are······even····l1Dre··•..···.···· 

'puzzlinq;."i'!he residential locations, relative to the control group, sh<:Jwed 

a 21% reduction in assault, a 12% reduction in disturbances, and a 15% 

reduction in calls related to drunkenness. {'!here was no difference in 

domestic calls, pernaps because of the city-wide policy change.] '!he 

commercial tal:gets showed a 9% reduction in theft calls, am a 21% reduction 

in shoplifti.rx] calls at 7 stores participati.rx] in a special pregram for 

issuing their own citations. Yet residential burglaries were up 27% 

compared to the controls, and calls for commercial predatory crimes 

(criminal sexual corrluct, robbel:y and kidnawi.rx] combined) were up 28% at 

the experimental addresses relative to controls. we have no speculation to 

offer that can account for these statistically significant results. 

Finally, to whatever extent RECAP was sucx::essful in preventing calls 

for service at the residential locations, we must note two limitations on 

the assumption that crime was prevented. One limitation is that calls may 

have declined while crime stayed constant or increased. '!he IreSsage sane 

people heard from RECAP officers nay have been "don't call the police," 

rather than "don't cause trouble." Although police generally took great 

pains to distinguish those two nessages, there are no guarantees in 

interpersonal corrmunication. 

A seconj__!~tation is potential displacement. While the extent of 

displacement may have been greatly exaggerated (cornish am Clarke, 1988), 

it seems especially plausible in this case because of the evictions. A 
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deterrent effect from such evictions could also be plausible, but we have no 

way of knc1.rJirg. LiJnitations of furdirq arrl foresight prevented our tracking 

individual names of persons whose departure fran an address was part of the 

action plan, to see if they showed up at other locations to cause trouble 

again. In two cases persons evicted from one RECAP address did nove into 

another target address. 

Yet locational strategies do not need to disprove displacement to be 

successful. Fillirg the swarcps may not ultimately prevent malaria if the 

roc>sqUitoes go elsewhere to breed. But it does prevent the disease in that 

place, for as lorg as the swcurp stays filled. Ard the nore swamps filled, 

perhaps the less malaria there will be in the lorg run. 

Conclusions 

'Ihese mixed results may be disappointirg to those who expect 

revolutionary improvements in effectiveness to come from philosophical 

revolutions in p:>lice practice. '!hey certainly suggest that merely focusing 

p:>lice attention on chronic problems cannot ~~th~ir !:?Qlution. Like 

the first ran::lorn assignment test of camnunity crime prevention efforts 

(Pate, et aI, 1986), the results of a test with objective target selection 

seem far nore modest than the results of quasi-expe.riments usirg subjective 

target selection (e.g., Lindsay arxi McGillis, 1986; SChneider, 1986). When 

the most troublesome addresses in a city are intentionally selected as 

targets, perhaps a nore appropriate goal would be "managirg" rather than 

"solvirg" (Eck arxi Spellnan, 1987) problems. 

Nonetheless, the results are far better than those for many recent 

criminal justice imovations. First, the treatItent was actually 
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implemented, which is far from always the case with government programs in 

general (Pressnan am Wildavsky, 1973) an:i cemnunity crime prevention in 

particular (Rosenbaum, 1986). secord, there was a clear, if deteriorating, 

effect on residential locations, reducing disorder an:i improviD;i-~~lity 
- ._---_._--_._"'-~-~----~._- -----------_. 

of life--even without foot patrol (Wilson ani Kelling, 1982). '!hird, even 

the generally unsuccessful ccmnercial locations had serre major isolated 

successes, such as the liquor license suspension of a bar implicated in 

hundreds of robberies and several recent murders. 

Tt.i .iltportantt6s€iess·th.clt ·thisE!:Xpei.iinerit -was·· -criridUa~wtthCirt: .p 

·APyd,J;Ynm·orpri.6rpra:ctice-ffithe·.·stratsgyor··tactiCiS·~· In tenus of 

medical experiments testi.rg new drugs, it skipped the first two usual 

stages of testing well persons for dn.1g toxicity, am a small n\.Il"Clb=r of ill 

persons for effectiveness of the drug (Pocock, 1983). While both these 

stages had been previously accomplished in other cities (Goldstein ani 

Susmilch, 1982; Eck an:i Spelman, 1987), they had not been part of the 

preparation in this city. on several occasions, the RECAP team suggested 

that we repeat the experiment to test their effectiveness at a higher level 

of skill. It is entirely possible, although by no means certain, that 

results might improve aver time with different targets. '!he declining
 

effectiveness over the first year shows that experience alone is no
 

guarantee, am may be no substitute for initial enthusiasm.
 

Most iJrportant, the experiment lerrls m:xlest supp:>rt to a p,lblic health 

m:xlel of crime prevention. Without better urrlerstanciing of the criminogenic 

conditions which prcrluce high-crime places, it will continue to be difficult 

to diagnose and treat such problems effectively. &It experienced patrol 

officers clearly appreciate the concept of treating causes, an:i police 
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managers in seattle, Kansas City, st. Paul, arrl EdIoonton have already 

adopted some form of repeat call analysis based on the discovery of address

specific "hot spots." FUture experiments might focus on specific tactics 

for treating specific types of problems (like domestic violence) or specific 

types of places (such as high-crine taverns). With an accumulation of 

fimings from such tactical experiments, we may be able to advance both the 

theory and practice of locational crime prevention. 
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Peroentage Olarges in call Totals fran Catparable 1986 Period 
to 'lhree 1987 Periods by Experinental an::! Ccrrt:rol Adiresses 

Residential (N=119 M1ress Pairs) 

start to 6/30/87 7/1 to 9/30 10/1 to U/31 

+ 9% '\ 8.07% 
+ 8% 
+6% 

\.. 

+ 7% \. 

+6% \. 

+ 5% \. 
+ 4% 
+ 3% \. 

+ 2% \. 
+1% 
o \. 

_" -0.5% 
-1% \. 
- 2% 
- 3% 

\. 

- 4% \. 

- 5% 
- 6% 

'--L82%- .- - -  _ -5.92% 
- 7% ~ 
- 8% . -------------  -8.91% 
- 9% 

o:mnercial (N=107 Address Pairs) 

start to 6/30/87 7/1 to 9/30 10/1 to 12/31 
o 

-1% 
- 2% 
- 3% -3.62 \ 
- 4% \. 
- 5% -- '\ 
- 6% 

\.- 7% -7.05
 
- 8%
 
- 9% ~
 
-10%
 - \. ----
-11% . - \. . -'
-12% \. 
-13% 

\. .. -13.95% -14% 
-15% _. \. 
-16% 

\. - -~ -16.79-17% 

Experinental 
Control 

-
'.--1'6.70% 



Table 1 

C11anges in call Totals an:i Prevalence of Reduce:1 am Increased call
 
Addresses From ConqJarable 1986 Period to 1987 Period From start Date For
 

Each Address to 12/31/87, By Experimental an:i COntrol Addresses
 

Residential (N=1l9 Mdress Pairs) 

Treabnent Group 
Year 

1986 1987 % C11an:3e 5% IhYn 5% Up 

RECAP Targets 7,507 calls 7,056 calls -6.01%
 

COntrols 8,816 calls 8,825 calls_ +0.10%
 

_!'~'~i:l.bri'bf'~:li~;'~fi 
.......~.:::'7~.?4.·~·Slf7~,P:::' .• P.05
 

(c;;; r'oS 
Commercial iN = 107 Address Pairs)· 

Addresses Addresses 

62 (57%) 

55 (46%) 

44 (37%) 

49 

IL!k 
fLt~ 

~-( 

ddJr 

Treabnent Group 
Year 

1986 1987 % Change 

RECAP Targets 6, 577 5,856 -10.96% 

Controls 7,691 6,868 -10.70% 

·X2.··=·~012·i ·······<df:;;:;li·.•·P-:=~914.<····
 

~j;,•..•• ~~~ •.•..•Reducti.on····6f····O·~·26%;·······6r······:I.,······Cialls····· ..
 

29 (2771 (66%) 

66 (61%) 

5% [b..m 5% Up 
Addressess Addres 

JV'iT I/~ ~ 
~ C~( 5qc/~( 
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Table 2 

Changes in call Totals am Prevalence of Reduce::i am Increased call
 
Addresses From comparable 1986 Period to 1987, By Time Pericx:i am Treatment
 

Group
 

Residentialsa:rtpl$ (N=1l9 Address Pairs) 

Startto·£/30· 

Treatment Group 
Year 

1986 1987 5% Down 5% Up 
Mdresses Addresses 

RECAP Targets 3,348 calls 3,115 calls -6.96% 65 (55%) 46 (39%)
 

COntrols 3,570 calls 3,858 calls +8.07% 58 (49%) 50 (42%)
 

Net··Experimentalc·.•·ReductiGD.•;o£,••••15,•.&3%i•.'··or·;.•S03 ••caJ;1$ 

~······=·····'19··~·ZO'i··";··df=1,..·.eP.··'··=,;;;O;,,·(}()O 

Treatment Group 
Year 

... 
1986 1987 % ~e 5% IXlwn 5% Up 

Addresses Addresses 

RECAP Targets 4,159 3,941 -5.2% 64 (54%) 46 (39%) 

Controls 5,246 4,967 -5.3% 59 (50%) 51 (43%) 
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Table 3 

dlanges in call Totals and Prevalence of Reduced call Addresses From 
COmparable 1986 Period to 1987, By Tine Period and Treat::lrent Group 

CCil'nJttt:!t"CialScmplEf (N=107 Address Pairs) 

Treabnent Group 
Year 

1986 1987 % O1arqe 5% DJwn 5% Up 
Addresses Addresses 

RECAP Targets 2,750 2,556 -7.05% 64 (60%) 36 (34%) 

COntrols 3,067 2,956 -3.62% 59 {55%) 41 (38%) 

=~~.~.~~on,.Of"'3'~'43%1'" 

x2=:;892.,qf7±,1?==.~3~5 

7/1 to 12/31 

Treabnent Group 
Year 

1986 1987 % Change 5% IX:Mn 5% Up 
.Addresses Mdresses 

RECAP Targets 3,827 3,300 -13.8% 57 (53%) 38 (36%) 

Controls 4,624 3,912 -15.4% 72 (67%) 33 (31%) 

x?:;::~a32idf:::1T·.;P::::;:·~565·· ~· •.241 ·~2p;.,.·•. P:::·.·.0099. 

Net"Ekperil'iie:ntal""In~e':"of"':'i~6%,··or ...~.~ ... ,9CIJ]'~ .. 
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